
Statistical Process Control Software

E-Commerce SPC Software Made Effortless

Zontec is revolutionizing the way SPC software is purchased and implemented with  
Synergy 100 and Synergy 100+. It’s the most cost-effective way to deploy SPC software 
instantly and easily. Our e-commerce subscription-based solution boasts an impressive 
value that requires no contracts or long-term commitments.

www.zontec-spc.com

SYNERGY 100 and SYNERGY 100+

E-commerce subscription service

Floating license

Single user minimum

Annual service fee included

Internet connection required

LICENSE FEES

WEB TRAINING

SYNERGY 100

$55 per month 
per license

SYNERGY 100+

$85 per month 
per license

$95 per 30 minutes 
of web training

Less than $2 a day

Purchase, 
download, install 

within minutes

No long-term 
commitments 
or contracts



Zontec is a global SPC software provider with more than 35 years of experience. Our industry 
expertise covers five generations (5G) of software development from DOS, Windows, .NET, the 
internet and Cloud. With Zontec, you can expect innovative, game-changing SPC software  
solutions that improve processes and overall quality.

Instantly improve quality  
with this cost-effective,  
e-commerce SPC software

SOFTWARE FEATURES SYNERGY 100 SYNERGY 100+

Real-time variable charts: Xbar & R, Xbar & S and Median & R X X

Real-time attribute charts: p, np, c, u and Pareto charts X

Histogram and Six Sigma capability for Cp, Cpk, Pp and Ppk X X

Easy-to-use data collection features X X

Direct input from keyboard, on screen keypad and/or gage interface X X

Data input with math calculations X

Each data table links with a quality document and/or work instructions X X

User defined project display screen X X

Single keystroke to view data file worksheet X X

Real-time out-of-control and out-of-spec pop-up warning on screen X X

Calculation of control limits for multiple data tables X X

Copy/paste function available in all data sheets and charts X X

Customizable report layouts X X

One-click process information report X X

Out-of-spec report X X

Reports can be saved as web pages, Excel files and/or sent as emails X X
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